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Barreleyes

II
Topic and aim
Create interactive costume design and research how to present it.

III
Abstract
Defragmentation is the pitfall when challenging existing boundaries.
Integrating textiles with electronics is the first step; the second is that it
becomes each other’s interface which acquires technique, collaboration
and intuition. Responsive inspiration as a method, questions who the
artistic leader is. Conceptualization and improvisation allow photography
and media art to present wearable technology in regards to textiles
tactility and human features.

IV

Background

-

Shaping
I draw, cut and paste these on a style.com model in Photoshop
and then the design is done. From there I start making the textiles
and later shape them by hand. The sketch is used as a guideline
but not intended to exactly reproduce.

-

Textiles
I start by drawing, adjusting these into Photoshop for the program
of a 5GG and 10GG flat knitting machine. The yarns are chosen on
the spot, intuitively. The textiles surfaces have specifically chosen
yarns; 0, 10 monofilament and cotton stretch. Afterwards I
embellish the textiles.

-

Schematics
After exploring the lightning materials, LEDS-Electroluminescent
wires and readymade Christmas chain lights I make a schematic
for each garment in order to be able to follow the right circuit. It
is still impossible for me to this intuitively. Every wire and every
calculation is made according to the basic formulas of electronic
engineering. I choose silver yarns because they have the highest
resistance and don t break the currency flow due to coating. I
choose knitted conductive fabric for the pushbutton for its high
resistance properties. The stretch sensor which works when bend
and released is made according to Kobakant website. The
batteries are chosen in regards to safety and size.

V

Contextualization

Loie Fuller Serpentine dance

body could make; trying to capture it in his work. What made Schlemmer's
dances a painter's dances was their preoccupation with mass and volume.”

“Surrealism is destructive, but it destroys only what it considers to be
shackles limiting our vision”, Salvador Dali

“Oscar Schlemmer sought a unification of arts, crafts and technology. His
work was a rejection of pure abstraction, instead retaining a sense of the
human, though not in the emotional sense but in view of the physical
structure of the human. He represented bodies as architectural forms,
reducing the figure to a rhythmic play between convex, concave and flat
surfaces. And not just of its form, he was fascinated by every movement the

“Christophe Coppens work is characteristic for its solid craftsmanship
and surrealistic undertone. Popular in the streets of Japan, where CC
opened his first flagship store, presents his first Haute Couture collection
during Paris Couture Week recognized for its fine balance between art and
fashion. The creations of CC are sold today in prestigious boutiques all
over the world, while fashion tastemakers still cast him as the next big
promise about to break through this decade.”

Wikipedia: Surrealist works feature the element of surprise, unexpected
juxtapositions and non sequitur; however, many Surrealist artists and
writers regard their work as an expression of the philosophical movement
first and foremost, with the works being an artifact.

” I don’t like the word ironic. I like the word absurdity, and I don't really
understand the word 'irony' too much. The irony comes when you try to
verbalize the absurd. When irony happens without words, it's much more
exalted, absurdity is what I like most in life, and there's humor in
struggling in ignorance.,” David Lynch

“Busby Berkeley was less concerned with the terpsichorean skill of his
chorus girls as he was with their ability to form themselves into attractive
geometric patterns. He began developing such techniques as a “parade of
faces” (individualizing each chorus girl with a loving close-up), and
moving his dancers all over the stage (and often beyond) in as many
kaleidoscopic patterns as possible. His numbers were known for starting
out in the realm of the stage, but quickly exceeding this space by moving
into a time and place that could only be cinematic.”

What have Fuller, Schlemmer, Coppens, Dali, Lynch, Busby and Lebis in
common?
These man and woman have to go to invisible extends before their ideas,
which come simple to the brain, develop painful to the heart, can end in
realized tools. Their process is driven by the constant disappointment of
struggling with the insufficient this world has to offer. In between, all
external viewers comment, judge or use these men and woman as an
example of technique, experience, art, content to discuss, design
methodology and to express their personal opinion upon.
The project barreleyes consists of costumes which are fully hand crafted
with self made jacquard knits, embellished with ordinary couture
material, integrated with Leds and Electroluminescent wire. Techniques in
the field of electronic engineering, photography, film, dance, textiles and
fashion are looked at from different contexts. The shape doesn’t
necessarily express mass and volume. Captured through a particular
photography technique and luck, their shape size becomes twice as big,
twenty times as small. In order to show the costumes like we see them
with our own eyes in real time; the photographer needs to adjust his
technique and use digital tools such as Photoshop. The work questions if
the wearer or the wearable is in charge and defining the design
responsible in well established lifelong collaborative partnerships
becomes simple as it is traceable to the costumes properties.
The work can be classified under surrealism because; film is used as a
canvas, edit cut copy paste tools are the brush, technology captured in
light textiles on human dancers the paint and the initiator says so.

VI
Methodology
Collaboration and Improvisation for Responsive Inspiration:
Responsibility questions occur when collaborating and improvising;
costumes change into tools and their appearance is designed according to
material, technique, form, function, method and craft. Their expression is
intended to steer the choreographer’s vision, the used technologies of the
designed shapes are intended to direct the dancer’s performativity and
the photographer is chosen according to skills either to capture the
dynamics in the room or to shoot the right story. But who is designing
what and how is this related to the end result?
- Contemporary Dance Collaboration
The V2 media institute project leader, Piem Wirtz, came to THS to give a
seminar talk and had time to look at my unfinished shapes without lights.
We discussed my jacquard knits which express textiles tactility and my
research on how to present wearable technology. I share my idea to use
dance performance for a video. She smiles and explains that she has a
dance company which is familiar with improvisational dance
performances. We brainstorm on contacts and end up with the idea to
collaborate between her dance company, a choreographer, a cameraman,
musician and me; a Master student working on interactive costume
design for the degree work.
Monday, May 3 2010, at 9:24 AM

I email the contemporary dance choreographer; I mention how I got her
contact, introduce myself, ask if she is interested in collaborating and
attach my time line. She replies; “Interesting! I am in New York at the
moment. You can Skype me after the 6th of June”.
From that day the choreographer and me sporadically email inspirations,
aims, timelines and update each other on our developments; mine involve

the progression of the costumes and my intentions of the project. Initially
my concept was to have the dancers dance in a space with my hand
drawn patterns projected on the walls. We agree that a movie is the best
medium for the project. I suggest two musicians whom I personally know
and equally like. I contact them; explain the project and they start making
music sketches. The choreographer picks one I cancel the other one by
putting that collaboration on hold.
Tuesday, January 11 2011, at 10:42 PM

The embellishments on the costumes are almost done. I start thinking on
the light design. I already explored lightning material, electronics,
batteries and techniques according to the light expression I am aiming for.

Tuesday, January 25 2011 at 2:30PM

The choreographer sends two timeline proposals to all collaborating
partners. In agreement we will start in March have 6 rehearsals and one
final performance with audience. The choreographer is in charge of
sending her film footage of the rehearsals to the movie partner. The
interactive costume designer (me) will be present the first three
rehearsals to make sure everything works according to the design plan.
The moviemaker will film the last two sessions because by then every
dancer is comfortable with the costumes and the choreographer and
project leader (me) have a clear vision regarding the possibilities and
limitations of the costumes.
Tuesday, February 25 2011, at 2:11PM

The choreographer wants to meet my movie collaborator and musician.
She requests to be in charge of the choreography and concept. I arrange a
meeting between them in Amsterdam and make sure my collaborating
partner and musician know my intentions and aims; “I need this
collaboration. We will end up with my expression acknowledging her
contribution.” I realize that I am not ready to lose control even though I
promised at my school seminars that I would try to trust and collaborate. I
ask my supervisor for advice.
After the Amsterdam meeting and supervision the outcome is that the
musician will guide us from the sideline because the choreographer gets
highly inspired through music. I give the choreographer full responsibility
on the dance concept and she is in charge of the choreography. Together
with my movie partner I am responsible for the end result which includes
editting, cutting and pasting as much as I want. Piem is in charge of the
dancers and studio space. In between everybody, including me is busy
with other projects.

Piem and her management inform me they are almost ready and want to
discuss financial details. In agreement the dance company pays the
choreographer and I pay for the rehearsal studio time. I cannot refuse and
am aware that everybody needs to contribute.
Thursday, March 10 2011, at 12:00 PM

Today we all meet face to face; I enter the V2 media institute building,
Piem offers tea, I start unpacking and see the choreographer I had digital
contact with for the past 10 months. Once more we share our
expectations, the aim, the costumes manual and within the hour the
choreographer leaves. Piem invites me to present the work at their etextiles seminar around 7pm. I need to hurry because I will give a
presentation at the Willem de Kooning art school for the fashion Bachelor
students. The presentations topic is; Evelyn Lebis’ wearable technology; I
start with my experiences as a BA student, what it means to be an
inspiration designer and promote the Ma program at THS. All my
costumes are presented on dolls. The students give me mostly feedback
on a previous dress (PMMA optical fibers). Nobody talks about how to

present wearable technology. Again I need to hurry because I have the
presentation at V2 building. The room consists of E textiles designers, PhD
students, a project leader and me. Before showing my costumes they
share their thoughts on wearable technology. I listen and realize that
there is not a single thought I have not heard before or discussed in
Sweden with my THS supervisors and Boras university engineering friends.
I show my costumes, answer questions and before this day ends, I add
and answer the BA students’ questions through facebook inbox.

them with a stand in dancer in Sweden. The exciting part is the amount of
dancers and being able to see the costumes perform at the same time.
My inbox is full; on facebook complete strangers want my opinion on
their degree work. It reminds me to prepare for my course in Belgium,
send out a call for a festival which I have been invited to be a Dutch talent
scout for BA and MA students in interactive design. I close my eyes, take a
deep breath and finally catch up the past days sleep.
Monday, April 11 2011 at 10:45PM

Sunday, March 14 2011, at 5:55PM

Today we are rehearsing, I (the interactive costume designer) am nervous.
I know the design challenge has shifted throughout my process. I am
aware of every design choice and its reason; the textiles shapes and color
are meant to inspire and enhance tactility. The technology is meant to
express the ungraspable. In order for this to happen it needs to work. I
have a huge bag of extra electronics, conductive wires, batteries and
pushbuttons with me. I hope I can fix what breaks tonight. Nobody in that
room cares about my reasoning on design methodology or my trial and
errors before wearable technology actually works; the people in that
room assume the costumes will help them expressing six times! I close my
eyes, take a deep breath and open the door.

The dance choreographer emails that she wants to make a movie as well
with deep sea as a topic. (What does this mean to my end result is my first
thought) My movie partner wants me to look at the 3hour footage. Piem
replaced some batteries during my absence, she sends me the invoice.
The costume responsible in the Netherlands emails when and where I can
come collect them. The dancers add me on facebook and compliment the
costumes. We all agree to come together and watch the movie when it is
done. I need to focus; end this collaboration and continue for the start of
the next collaboration. I give the approval to my movie partner to open
source the footage to the choreographer.
REFLECTION

1. Collaboration
Monday, April 2 2011, unknown PM

Back in the air to Sweden; the rehearsals are done, I had to fix the
costumes during my stay in the Netherlands and apart from this I mostly
sat watched and heard the dancers discuss the wear ability and
limitations of the costumes. At one point I realized that I was sitting in a
chair and observing while 11 people are working on a project which I
Initiated, I feel grateful that I got the opportunity to take it out of a school
context. The costumes expression is not surprising; I had already tested

“A more unstructured, improvisational group was better suited for
problem-finding creativity and that collaboration was more likely an
emphasis on creative process rather than creative product. Creative
processes that is problem-finding rather than problem-solving” [1]
There is no doubt in my mind that a successful collaboration depends on a
good process. Well outlined shared goals, skills and the ability to
improvise in order to be efficient while finding a common artistic
language is what keeps the flow in group work. Problem solving is a rather
individual action and not enhancing the group dynamics. Therefore all

adjustments to the costumes, whether it was a wire which broke during
the rehearsal or stitching a new push button because the dancer could
not reach it, I did when I was alone.

2. Improvisation
“Improvisation as exaggerating the key characteristics of all group
activity including, process, unpredictability, inter subjectivity, complex
communication and emergence. Process was described as the product of a
creative endeavor, which is in opposition to the focus on the product itself,
such as a performance.” [1]
Depending on the performance goals and final requirements I can agree
or not agree to this quote. It is difficult for me to judge what the principles
of product design are. I think when one is experienced; it can be a design
choice to use improvisation as a method.
Whether collaboration is integrative or complementary, the ingredients
rely on the same principles: human interaction. This transcends the
abstract of topics we are not familiar with, human interactions efficiency
is based on a common creative language which finds it roots in interest
and allows a dynamic within improvisation. When working with people
one has to deal with emotion and thought, these crucial data cannot be
mapped out, ignored or fully structured in advance. Flexibility and
adaptation to the situation become the design challenge and influences
the overall.
In my own project the initial plan was to have 4 outfits. In agreement we
divided it into 8 costumes. This design choice is rather big and affects the
overall look for the better. What I had designed to be for a male dancer
became partly for a female dancer. A design choice, made by the wearer,
did not affect the outcome of the lightning but cannot be disregarded
since it did have a major impact on the dancer’s freedom of expression

3. Responsive inspiration
“A commitment by the participants involved in group performance genres,
and relationships between the performers were well established. The
relationship to the audience however was short-lived and quite intense, yet
it usually worked well because the performers’ assume that the audience
shares a large body of cultural knowledge and references’ (Sawyer, 2003,
p. 110).” [1]
While looking at the dance rehearsals it was understandable for me
because I used to dance. Intuitively I understood the unspoken dance
choices made by the choreographer; the more participants have in
common, the easier the creative language can be achieved.
The choreographer got inspired by the costumes, and throughout the
project she has given it different names; what started as light dance
shifted to deep sea and eventually appeared on the flyer for the
performance title as Barreleyes. (A fish).

- Graphic Design Flyer Collaboration
I email a graphic designer and ask if she wants to make a flyer. She agrees.
Together with the choreographer we discuss inspiration, timeline and
crucial information for the flyer. We live in different countries and all
communication goes through me; I filter and share what I assume to be
appropriate to whom. The graphic designer sends two options, the
choreographer chooses her preference and I adjusted the final flyer
because the graphic designer did not fulfill the deadline. She apologized
and explained her busy schedule. I reply that it has been solved and thank
her for the effort she has put in. She intuitively knows my decision; we will
never work together again.
I have the whole night before I need to email the final flyer to the dance
choreographer. I know how to Photoshop and in worst case, I know other
graphic designers. This experience makes me realize that work contacts

are half of the work and wonder how to expand my network. I am
surprised by my own calmness and problem solving attitude.
I disregard my opinion on my version of the flyer; I send it to the dancers,
Piem and the choreographer. They react positive and still don’t know I
made the final flyer.

- Music Collaboration
As mentioned previously it started with two musicians. One got put on
hold and the other one was mostly support and guidance. I did not agree
on the choreographers third choice; Aphex Twin. If we would use a
broadly known artist, then I would choose The XX. I contact their agent
and get the approval to use the song for university purpose only.
At my seminar I got some suggestions; Philip Glass and x. I did not know
them and listen to it for a week to understand how it is built up and why
these suggestions where mentioned; I like the logic it indicates an
interval, I share the information with my movie partner, he knows the
mentioned suggestions, starts laughing and says: “Kashiwa Daisuke, you
will start to cry.”
I listen to Kashiwa Daisuke and yes, I start to cry. This is a song I can use as
frame, inspiration and guidance for my moving images. I contact the artist
and get an email from Japan saying it is ok. Their management in Berlin
adds me on facebook, three days later, when the movie is almost done, I
get an email from them: “In agreement with our big Japanese record
company; Evelyn Lebis, you are allowed to use it and please pledge not to
share the video through social media and promise not to sell your work
unless you pay thousands of dollars which is impossible for a student.”
I want to graduate with this movie on this song. I don t need to post it on
facebook. A sale has never been on my mind. The restriction that has
been put on me, challenges my promotional skills. To put it on STDL blog
and show it in museums together with my fellow students does not
bother me. In regards to future upcoming exhibitions, I will always have
to present my work with at least one DesMa classmate. Also this is very
doable for me. Regarding the context exhibition I will pick on.

- Photography Collaboration
The photographers are selected according to my intentions; for the first
shoot it was important to capture the light effect. For the second shoot I
aimed for an editorial of the costumes.
COSTUME PROPERTIES: Light effect
I know the artist/photographer personally. For this shoot I emailed and
asked if she could come and take some pictures. In her photography she
uses long exposure time technique and is known for not applying
Photoshop tricks. The encounter was short:
She comes in the middle of a rehearsal, takes some shots, adjusts settings
on her camera, decides the height of her two cameras and looks at me.
She says: “I can t promise anything, I shoot what is there”. I nod. Within
an hour she starts wrapping up and I ask her how she s doing and if she
can take the human features in consideration. Her response is to the
point; “Fine, I will make a selection and email you. I reply “put it on
facebook.” We end the encounter by saying: “we should meet for coffee
next time I am in Holland. The collaboration ends in the same way as it
began. (Digital) We share our thoughts on the pictures through chat.
REFLECTION
If we had not worked on shoots previously, we definitely would have
discussed our expectations and limitations in detail. If I did not trust her
view with regards to my taste, sharing it through public social media
without my approval first would not be an option. The pictures express
the dynamics in the room and show the ideal costume properties. The
lightning possibilities are different; the picture in the next page shows a
green skirt and a white top. In reality the green part is a mouth out of
electroluminescent wires on the back of a dress. The white top is still to

this day, not traceable. We could not have planned these expressions
because the light in combination with movement is unpredictable,
impossible to calculate and according to my point of view there for not
repeatable. The expression relies on technical photography experience,
the dynamics in the room and luck. My design choice according to my aim
was that I specifically choose her because of her technical skills and our
short but extremely focused and intuitively synchronized work attitude.

COSTUME EDITORIAL: smart textiles in context
We got in touch through facebook. We met in Amsterdam at the main
Library. Together with his photographer we sat drank coffee and
discussed our expectations, aims, limitations and no go’s.
The photographer does most of the talking and tries to convince me that
they are technically not skilled enough to capture the light effect with the
textiles structure in the same frame. I look at the art director he looks
back at me; the project initiator, and responds to his photographer,
slightly annoyed; “But that is not for you to decide; only time will tell.” My
intuition was right and I nod, I look at the photographer and respond
slightly comforting: “No need to down or high play what is there before it
is there. If I did not think you could, we would not be here right now.” I
show my costumes. They start discussing. After a while the art director
answers to me, the costume designer; “It is definitely beautiful, I need to
conceptualize, if I come up with something I will contact you and you need
to be present to fix these wires and switches.” Again I nod and highlight
that I want them to do the shoot. We hug and I politely shake the
photographer’s hand. The photographer jokes: “If I get a hug after the
shoot that will indicate I did a good job.”
After almost an hour they leave and I carry the big, heavy bags of
costumes to the next meeting while fantasizing and whishing I had an
assistant to carry them.
After a month of back and forth emailing regarding time, dates and
itineraries we finally meet again:

The photographer and model start chitchatting. The location gives me the
creeps. I don’t hesitate to ask. The photographer explains that it is the
Dutch Royal Verkade private house which basically means that I am
unpacking my costumes on the worktable of a man who started the
biggest cookie factory in the Netherlands and still to this day is a well
known brand in Holland. I feel a little shy. The art director explains; “A
friend of a friend bought it as an investment, it is under monumental
protection there for all furniture and decorations are vintage and
newspapers from 1832 lie around. I broke a light bulb once; we had to
cross country and call to have it replaced. Huge drama.” I start laughing
and he shows me his collage for the models makeup. An unknown cat
enters the room.
The art director and me, the interactive costume designer, choose the
outfits the model will wear and in which order. I hope they light up, I did
not have the chance to double check them since I got them back from the
dance rehearsals. I choose not to share this information. Everything
works.
The makeup artist, her mom and dog arrive. The photographer, the art
director and me, the project initiator are surprised by the entourage. It
takes the makeup artist an hour to fix everything. In between she passes
on business cards, drinks water, wants to lose weight, shares her
experiences in Italy for Gianfranco Ferre, France for Jean Paul Gaultier and
wants to hear my famous experiences. “I don t have any”, I lie. Slightly
disappointed she wants my feedback on the models appearance. I refer to
the art director and make it clear that I am here as a costume designer,
the student.

The model is an aspiring artist. She shares her view on my costumes. I get
a positive feedback on the wear ability and she advises me to move to
Japan and look up the Japanese dance form; Butoh.
The photographer and the art director go through every detail. They take
shots; have a stand in shoot to get the settings right while the model, her
assistance, the makeup artist, the hairstylist, “mom”, me; the interactive
costume designer, cat and dog sit in the sun and wait. After the organized
lunch the sceneographed shots are created.
We agree to keep in touch through our work email. A week after the
shoot they sent me a few pictures and I share some on facebook. The art
director asks me through social media for everybody to read if I am
Happy. “Off course” I reply.
Once more the art director; a nice talented guy I collaborated with on a
shoot, writes me to inform that they need to Photoshop some final details
because the model is not happy.
REFLECTION
Throughout this collaboration my role changed constant from interactive
costume designer to project initiator and person. I don’t enjoy talking
when working. Looking behind the scenes was a valuable experience
because now I know my requirements for a costume assistant; she should
be able to carry heavy bags, keep her opinion to herself, work, have hands
on attitude and know every detail of the costumes inside out.
The process of the shoot involves conceptualizing, visual communication,
photography techniques, the appropriate equipment, a call for the right

model, payment of the makeup artist, hairstylist and organization
including lunch and location. I have not been actively involved in those
steps nor have I financially contributed. The art director has emailed and
informed me on every step which I mostly replied with; “all right, all good
all fine, I trust it will be solved.” My active request was to take the models
skin and hair color in consideration. Such a small comment, made at the
beginning in the library, has had such a big impact on the outcome. Both;
the updates and taking my comment serious are why I feel this
collaboration has involved a shared responsibility.
My motivation from this collaboration is to be able to show the static
(=textiles) and dynamic (=low technology) properties of the costumes at
the same time through a visual story. My design choice is to stick to the
plan and choose according to the aim regardless of my personal taste. I
judge all pictures to be of equal quality because they fit different
requirements. The photographer made it clear that photographing my
costumes are a technical, interesting challenge and the art director likes
to conceptualize according to photography techniques.

VII
RESULT
We made a 6min movie which visualizes smart textiles in space worn by
human beigns dancing. The proces of the actual editting has been short
and intens;
I start by looking at the 3 hour footage but it is too much; I loose the
overview so we transfer it to black and white. From there I cut the most
appealing visuals; my design choices are made intuitivly and now the
footage is half hour which Martijn switched back to color and edits with
some trics and techniques. I go over this version and get frustrated
because what I see does not correspond to what I hear. I throw up, I
wanted it to be clear because that has been my biggest flaw throughout
the DesMa project and I am so afraid that I lost my talent along the way.
We decid to drink a beer and make a plan; Martijn suggest me to forget
about school, I realize that it is impossible to make this universal. My
design decision is to focus on textiles tactility, human feautures and allow
surrealism.
We take the music as refrence and startingpoint. The beginning of the
song is very abstract and the footage is extremly abstract. To not
overwhelm the viewer we decide that Martijn will do this part because it
is technically to difficult for me. The second part of the song flows more
and allows me to express intuitivly and therefore my design approach
relies on improvisation and naiveness. My work method is too difficult for
Martijn because he cannot disregard his edit knowledge.
We both go through our parts and start mixing them in order to create a
nice flow. We took in concideration; an introduction of each costume
property, calm light drawings, strong textile tactility, a surrealistic
expression, a dynamic part, clear dance moves performed by humans and
the credits. Each part is of equal importance.

REFLECTION
“The expressionistic gestures of Fuller seem to have little else in common
other than their employment of electric stage lights and their popularity as
a subject for photography and early cinema. Fuller’s studies in motion and
light were an appealing subject for filmmakers such as Edison, who
doggedly tried to film her and her serpentine dance imitators Not
surprisingly, Fuller chose to experiment with the new medium as well. The
intricacies of her movements subsume (but do not fully erase) the question
of her sexuality, the lights directed at her costume revealed the silhouette
of her body”

Working on this movie was not easy, apart from my own expectations
there is my lack of movie editing experience. My previous research videos
throughout the DesMa programm have offered me trial and errors but
stil, I am not a proffesional. Nevertheless, in order for me to be satisfied I
need to do it myself and can only work with my moviepartner Martijn
Magre. I genuinly believe that we have achieved what we aimed for. The
balance between technique and intuiton is all over it.
I have definitley used some human feautures in a specific order but on the
contrary to Loie, I do not feel the need to emphasize on the female body.
I want to express the importance of humanitty in regards to technology
and do this visually by showing textiles tactility in space throug dance and
auditive through a childs laughter.

VIII
DISCUSSION
The V2 interactive media institute Rotterdam has given me the
opportunity to attend their E-textiles seminar on “How to present
wearable technology and the role of performance” [2]. I got the chance to
hear people’s thoughts on the work and they got the chance to see a
tangible visual next to their written research.
The discussions lead to: “who is in charge when the costumes have such a
strong influence on the dancer’s performativity?” One suggestion was if I
could make the pushbuttons in a modular way to sources. I did not do this
since the end answer would stay the same; When dealing with technology
it is the designer who has the biggest influence on the final end result,
because the functionality of the chosen electronics rely on executed
schematics, and in this case specific designed textile properties. A
modularity option would be designed and thought.

IX
CONCLUSION
For me, as the costume designer, observer, project leader, creative
director, team member, wearable light artist, friend, technology newbie,
administration management, movie editor and student researcher it is
necessary to address that improvisation and collaboration mean little if it
does not result in responsive inspiration. When shifting into so many
different roles, cross fielding as much as I did while executing and
creating, the main thought was; “how to keep in charge of the artistic
result ?!”.
My fear of losing control, over the artistic expression when collaborating
with professionals is gone. I need others to be able to achieve the best

result of my ideas; the better they are at their job the easier we can
achieve an artistic language
The photography of the light technique could stand on its own because it
fits my envisioned design sketch but does not fulfill my textiles tactility
requirements therefore the other photo shoot cannot be disregarded. The
flyer is an indication and acknowledgement of the contemporary dance
contribution. The collaboration with the dancers and choreographer was
necessary to be able to get enough tools for me to “draw” with moving
images and create a “story” on music. Therefore this also cannot be
ignored. I don’t need to be in charge of everything; honestly it is nice that
some people solve parts of the process because it gives the work more
depth and substance.
The faster the process; the more intense the collaboration; the freer the
expression; pace in collaboration is a crucial factor for me. I enjoy working
with focused, quiet and technically skilled individuals on projects that I
initiate and end. My collaboration with the choreographer was dragged;
In between every rehearsal, we had planned time for me to fix the
costumes and for the choreographer to reflect. Next time we can have
max two days in between.
The choreographer wants to be mentioned as dance director or creative
dance leader and aspires to make her own movie. I guess that she realized
that she cannot direct the dancers as much as the costume properties do.
I feel grateful for the footage we got from the collaboration, the research
on how my costumes fit function and practical knowledge on
collaborative work. I achieved this with her help.
Due to my 10 year of classical and contemporary dance background for
the Belgian Royal Palace in fine arts, I intuitively know what a dance

performance at that theater requires. We did not fulfill this because it has
neither been our aim nor a discussion point. It could be a new goal for my
costumes in the far future with a classical ballet choreographer.

XII
APPENDIX
Collaboration and acknowledging improvisation as a design choice, with a
common shared goal (use my costumes and get inspired) have resulted in
interesting static and dynamic visuals. This has lead to a new topic; what
is the importance of thought design when wearable technology is the
subject and media art the technique? The following examples visualize to
what extent the expression of an interactive costume design gets affected
through media art;

If something is predictable you can repeat it and intentionally make
design choices around and with that data in order to modify the end
result but what happens if you cannot predict the visuals from a thought
design process and calculated approach; the outcome cannot be
answered now; I would need to do research through other projects and
compare those results

